
Advice for young and  
emerging composers from  
the Australian Music Centre

Need inspiration? Looking for what to do 
next? Find advice on different elements of 
music making from some of Australia’s leading 
creators covering contemporary classical, jazz, 
sound art and all of the spaces in between. 

Excerpts from an article in Resonate, the online journal 
of the Australian Music Centre.

Matthew Hindson on performance
“…it is through the performance process of your music...
that you will learn the most about what works and what 
doesn’t. There is no point in writing a piece that no one will 
hear - you are communicating to no one.”

Anne Boyd on taking risks
“…take risks! My daughter used to have a poster on her 
bedroom wall: ‘If you are not living on the edge you are 
taking up too much space!’ I think this should be a mantra 
for all composers.”
 

Stuart Greenbaum experiencing new sounds
“Along with a preparedness to experience new sounds, a 
student composer needs to be able to identify what is most 
exciting or engaging for them. Having an open mind is a 
pre-requisite, but so, too, is being discerning.”

Bruce Crossman
“The development of musical ideas should be a reflective 
process whereby your thoughts are in a type of dialogue 
with the music.”

Colin Spiers on communication
“...studies should be geared towards one ultimate goal 
that is inextricably bound up with mankind’s reason for 
making art in the first place, which is the desire to 
communicate…”

Ross Edwards on expanding your 
knowledge
“…listen, read and think widely and 
make connections with other disciplines 
– other arts, sciences, architecture, 
philosophy, anthropology, 
ethnomusicology and 
religion.”
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Garth Paine on composing as sculpting sound
“Is the sound heavy, dense, thin, light, sparkly, sharp, 
intense, dynamic...I think of composing as sculpting, 
think of the sound as a viscous, fluid medium...”

Mark Isaacs on writing for your performers
“Be negotiable about what you write. Even virtuoso 
players make a better sound when they are not on the 
very edge of their technique. Unless this is the effect 
you specifically want, simplify wherever possible and the 
grateful players will sound heaps better.”

Robert Davidson on working consistently
“Compose every day, even if it’s just for ten minutes. 
Every day has its tune - you’ve got to find it and catch it.”

Maria Grenfell on learning from performers
“Interaction with performers is absolutely crucial. It 
is from these experiences that you learn about music 
presentation, balance, orchestration, repertoire, and 
make contacts that may last your entire musical career.”

John Peterson on musical diversity
“New musical ideas are not formed or created within 
a cultural vacuum…it is important to take the time to 
listen to other people’s music so that you may continue 
to develop your critical ear and continue to be inspired 
by the innate power, both intellectual and emotional, of 
music itself.”

Australian Music Centre Online 
Take a guided tour of Australian music: 

•	 search the library
•	 find repertoire
•	 buy sheet music and recordings
•	 download scores and audio tracks
•	 browse the calendar and buy tickets
•	 read and comment on magazine articles
•	 sign up for our eNews 
•	 become a member of the AMC -  

student membership from $25 

www.australianmusiccentre.com.au
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